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ON THE NEWTONiAN CONSTANT OF 
GRA VITA TJON.l 

I. 

I.T is prohably within the knowl7dge of m?st of those 
that Sir Isaac Newton, by hts great dtscovery of gravtta! 

tion and its .laws, was able to show that a single principle, 
ideally simple, viz. that every particle in the universe attract
any other particle towards itself with a force which. is propor
tional to the product of their mas•es divided by the square of 
the distance between them, would completely and ab,olutely 
account for the three laws of planetary motion which Kepler 
had given to the 

Newton also showed that a spherical body, whether 
uniformly dense or \':trying in density according to any law 
from the centre to the surface, would attract bodies outside with 
the same force that it would do if it cciuld all be concentrated 
at its centre, i.t. that all the attractions varying in amount and 
direction produced by particles in all parts of a 'Ph ere need not 
be considered separately, but may be treated in this simple 

Nevertheless, though Newton's great discovery is sufficient 
to bring the whole of the movements of the planets and their 
satellites, whether their simple Keplerian motions or the dis· 
turbances produced by their mutual gravitation, the motions of 
comets, of binary stars, of the tides, or the falling apple, under 
the domain of a single and simple principle, though it enables 
one to compare the masses of the sun, the planets and their 
satellites, and of those binary stars whose parallax has been 
determined, one thing can never be made known by astro
nomical research alone, though we may know that twenty-eight 
suns would be required to make one Sirius ; that the sun is 
equal to 1048 Jupitcrs, that Jupiter is more than double all the 
rest of the solar system put together, or that the moon is IjSo of 
the earth ; no observations ot these boclies can ever tell us how 
many tons of matter go to make up any one of them. 

Though we know from first principles of dynamics, hy the 
mere consideration of centrifrugal force, that the whole sun 
attracts each ton of the earth with a force equal to a weight here 
of a little more than one pound, and that if it were not for 
this, every ton of the earth would continue its journey into 
space in a straight line for ever, and though we know in the 
same way that the whole e:uth attracts each ton in the moon 
with a force equal to the weight of ten ounces and no more, 
we cannot tell by any astronomical observation whatever, how 
many tons there are in all. 

Newton showed that to complete his law and to put in the 
numerical constant (the Newtonian Constant of Gravitation) 
that would convert bis proportion into an equality, two methods 
are available: we may either make observations on the dis
turbance of the earth's gravitation by the action of isolated 
parts of it, we may either find the relative attraction of an 
isolated mountain or the strata above the bottom of a deep 
mine, or we may make an artificial planet of our own and find 
the attraction which it exerts. 

The Newtonian Constant will he known if we know the 
force of attraction between two bodies which we can completely 
measur<! and weigh. Employing the C. G. S. system of measure
ment, the Newtonian Constant is equal to the force of attract
lion in dynes between two balls weighing a gramme each, with 
their centres one centimetre apart. Of course it may be referred 
to pounds and inches or tons and yards, but as soon as all the 
quantities but Gin Newton's equation 

Force = G x Mass 
Distance2 

are known, no matter in what units the quantities are measured, 
G is known. The conversion of its numerical value from one 
system of measurement to another is of course a mere matter of 
arithmetic. 

Of the first method of finding G, depending on the attraction 
of a mountain first attempted by Bouguer at the risk of his life 
in the hurricanes of snow on Chimborazo, of the experiments of 
Maskelyne, of Airy and of others, I cannot now find time to 
speak ; I can only refer to Poynting's essay on the subject. It 
is the seco::1d method with an artificial planet that I have to 
describe to-night. 

1 A lecture delivered o.t the Royal In<titution on JuneS, by Prof. C. v. 
Boys, F.R.S. 

2 Onl}·bst night I learned th:lt it was the difficulty of proving this: :tnd not 
the err.:meous value of the moon's distance, that deJayed the publicatiC\n of 
N cwton's discovery for so long. 
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Now let me give some idea of the minuteness of the effect 
that has to he measured. Is a wall built true by the aid of a 
plumb-line vertical, or does it lean outwards? Newtons prin
ciple shows that the plumb-bob is attracted hy the wall, yet it 
hangs vertically. The attraction is so small that it cannot be 
detected in this way. Even the attraction of a whole mountain 
requires the most refined apparatus to detect it. Do two marbles 
lying on a level table rush together? According to Newton's 
principle they attract one another; yet if they were a thousand 
times smoother than they are, no movement of attraction could 
be detected. 

Leaving matters of common experience, let us go into the 
physical laboratory where instrument' of the highest degree of 
precision and delicacy (at lea>t so they are called) are found on 
every table. What precautions are taken to preYent the at
tractions of the fixed and moving p:trts from interfering with 
the result which they are constructed to measure? None. The 
attractions are so small, that in no apparatus in use for the 
measurement of electrical, magnetic, thermal, or other constants 
are they ever thought of, or is any provision necessary to pre
vent their falsifyin::: the result. Nevertheless, the attractions 
exist, and if only the means are delicate enough they can be 
detected and measured. The Rev, John Mitchell was the first 
to devise a successful method. He was the first to invent the 
torsion balance with which Coulomb made his famous electrical 
researches, and which bears Coulomb's nnme. He devised and 
he made apparatus for this purpose, but he did not live to make 
any experiments. 

After his death Cavendish remodelled Mitchell's apparatus and 
performed the famous Cavendish experiment. · By of the 
apparatus, of which for the second ttme I show a full·stze 
in this theatre, Cavendish measured the force of attractton 
between two balls of lead, one 12 and the other 2 inches in 
diameter, and with their centres 8·85 inches apart. The same 
experiment since been made by Reich, by Baily, and more 
recently by Cornu and Bailie with greatly superior apparatus of 
one quarter of the size. All these observers actually deter
mined the attraction between masses which could be 
and measured, and thus found with different degrees of accuracy 
the value of G. 

Let me explain now that this G, the gravitation cnnstant, or 
as I prrfer to call it, for the sake of distinction, the Newtonian 
Constant of Gravitation, has nothing to do with that other 
quantity generally written g, which represents the attraction at 
the earth's surface. This is a purely accidental quantity, which 
depends not only upon G, but also upon the size of the earth, 
its mean density, the latitude, the height above the sea, and 
finally upon the configuration and the composition of the neigh· 
bouring districts. g is eminently of a practkal and us:ful 
character; it is the delight of the engineer and the practtcal 
man ; it is not constant, but that he does not mind. It is of 
earth, arbitrary, incidental, and vexatious. Prof. Greenhtll 
should spell his name with a little g. G, on the other hand, 
represents that mighty principle under the influence of which 
every star, planet, and satellite in the pursues.its allo!ted 

it may possibly also be the mamspnng of chemtcal act ton. 
Unltke any other known physical influence, it is independent of 
medium, it knows no refraction, it cannot cast a shadow. It 
is a mysterious power, which no man can explain ; of its pro: 
pagation through space, all men are ignorant. It is in no way 
dependent on the accidental or shape of the earth; if the 
solar system ceased to exist it would remain unchanged. I 
cannot contemplate this mystery, at which we ignorantly wonder, 
without thinking of the altar on Mars' hill. When will a St. 
Paul arise able to declare it unto us? Or is gravitation, like life, 
a m}'stery that can never be solved? 

Owing to the universal character of the constant G, it seems 
to me to be descending from the sublime to the ridiculous to 
describe the object of this experiment as finding the mass of 
the earth or the mean density of the earth, or; less accurately, 
the weight of the earth. I cou!d lecture h_ere ur;der 
title that has always been chosen m connectton w1th thts 
investigation. In spite of the courteously expressed de
sire of your distinguished and energetic secretary, that I 
should indicate in the title that, to put it vulgarly, I 
had been weighing the earth, I could not introduce as 
the object of my work anything so casual as an accidental 
proper!}' of an insignificant planet. To the physicist this would 
be equivalent to leaving some great international conference to 
attend to the afiairs of a county council, I might even say of a 
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parish council. That is the bu.siness of the geologist. The 
object of these investigations is to find the value of G. The 
earth has no more to do with the investigation than the table 
has upon which the apparatus is supported. It does interfere 
and occasionally, by its attraction, breaks even the quartz fibres 
that I have u<ed. The investigation could be carried on far 
more precisely and accurately on the moon, or on a minor 
planet, such as Juno; but as yet no means are available for get
ting there. 

I shall not have time to-night to describe the work of former 
investigators, and for this there is little need, since it is all col
lected in Poynting's Adams prize essay "On the l\Iean Demity 
of the Earth," published this year. I cannot even find time to 
explain in more than the merest outline what I have done to 
develop the apparatus of Cavendish, so that he would hardly 
recognise in my glorified bottle-jack the balls and lever which 
have made his name famous. The following table, given by 
Poynting, however, represents the results of the labours of in
vestigators up to the present time. 

Summary of Rtsults !zitlurto oblaimd. 

Approximare Experimenter i 1\letaod Result date I 

l> 
1737-40 Bouguer Phtmb.line and 

pendu.lum Inconclusive 
1714-76 Maskelyne and , 

Hutton I Plumb-line 4'5-5 
r855 James ,!;; Clarke , · 5"316 
rSzr Carlini riountain pendulum 4 "39-·+"95 
188o Mendenhall , 577 
1854 Airy .Mine pendulum 6·s65 
rSiiJ Von Sterneck j , 5"77 
r885 V·>n Sterneck , About 7 

1797-98 Cavendish Torsion balance 5'448 
i8J7 Reich , 5'49 

IS.j.0-41 Baily .. 5'674 
IS 52 Reich 5'583 
1870 Cornu and 

llaille .. 5'56-no 
r889 Boys .. In progress 

1879-So Von Jolly Common balance 5 '692 
r878-9o .. 5'493 

(5'46-5'52) 
r88.J. Konig, Richarz, 

and Krigar 
Menzel .. In progress 

r886-88 Wilsing Pendulum balance 5'579 
1889 Laska .. In progres> 

In connection with this table I cannot lose the opportunity 
of quoting Newton's extraordinary prophecy, marvellous in that 
without any direct knowledge he gave a figure which was nearer 
the truth than that found by many of the experimenters that 
c1me after' him. The passage is as follows:-

" Unde cum Terra communis suprema quasi duplo gravior sit 
quam aqua, et paulo inferius in fodinis quasi triplo vel 
quadruplo aut etiam quintuple gravior reperiatur; verisimile 
est quod copia materi:e totius in Terra quasi quintuple vel sex
tuplo major sit quam si tota ex aqua constaret ; pr:esertim cum 
terram quasi densiorem esse quam Jovem jam ante 
ostensum sit.' (Newton's "Principia," 2nd edition, 1714, 
p. 373, line 10.) 

I have placed on the wall the diagram of the apparatus which 
I showed in action when lecturing here upon quartz fibres five 
years ago. · \Vith this I was able, for the first time, to show to 
an audience the effect of the very small attraction exerted be· 
tween a two-inch cylinder oflead and a little one weighing only 
a gramme or fifteen grains. The apparatus which I have to 
describe to-night is the same in principle, the main distinction 
being that it is so designed and constructed that I can tell pre· 
cisely where every gravitating particle is placed. In the design 
of this apparatus I have been, as everyone will admit, bold
most would have preferred the word reckless: but knowing the 
truth of the principles which I had developed, and having faith 
and confidence in the quartz fibre, I deliberately chose to reduce 
all the dimensions to an extent which ·caused the forces, and 
especially the couples, to be insignificant in comparison with 
.:tny which had been within the reach of the experimenter 
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hitherto. The whole difficulty of Cavendish, Reich, and 
llaily had been to measure so minute an effect; instead of 
increasing this, I diminished it enormously, being satisfied that I 
should be able to make a proportionately more accurate measure 
by so doing. Cornu reduced the dimensions to one-quarter; I 
have reduced the chief one toone·eightieth. Cavendish had a force 
equal to 1{365o grain's weight to measure; I have less than a 
five-millionth. Dy the use of the long lever, Cavendish had the 
effect of a force of If roo grain's weight on an arm an inch long· 
I have less than a twelve-millionth of a grain on an arm of 
that length. His forces were fourteen hundred times as great 
as mine; his couples or twisting forces were a hundred and 
twenty thousand times as great. One advantage gained by the 
use of small apparatus, in which alone the attracting balls can 
be made large compared with the length of the beam, is the 
increased sensibility, the greater angle of deflection produced 
by the attractions when the period of oscillation is the same. 
This is more especially the case in my apparatus where the two 
sides are at different level;. But the greatest ar!vantage is in a 
direction whence it might lc:a't be expected. In spite of every 

T c 

By permission or the 

FIG.'· 

endeavour that may be made to keep the air quiet, to exclude 
draughts, to keep all the apparatus at one temperature in a 
vault of constant temperature, infinitesimal differences must 
exist; one side of the apparatu; must be hotter than the other, 
though no thermometer could be made which would detect the 
difference. In consequence of this difference of temFerature 
the air circulate•, and so creates a draught which blows upon 
the mirror and the suspended balls. Now I have shown that in 
apparatus geometrically similar these disturbances are likely to 
be in the proportion of the seventh of the linear dimen
sions, while the gravitational couples vary only as the fifth 
p01ver; the relative disturbances are therefore likely to be in 
the proportions of the squares of the linear dimensions, so that 
if we make our apparatus ten times as hrge, the mirror is likely 
to be one hundred times as unsteady. In addition to this, the 
time needed to bring the apparatus to a steady state is br 
greater with luge apparatus. After making the geometrical 
measures I ·Jeave my apparatus, small as it is, three days, if 
possible, before and periods. 

The diagram (Fig. I) is a vertical section through the appa-
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ratus. ll and c represent an accurately turned brass box with a 
lid L, which can be made to turn round insenstbly by the 
action of the wheels w w. The lid carries two tubular pillars, 
P P, from the tops of which the balls, l! M, hang by phosphor
bronze wires, being definitely held in place by geometrical 
clamps on the heads of the pillars. The lid also carries two 
supporting pillars, R R. In the centre tube the "beam mirror," 
N, hangs by means of a quartz fibre from an adjustable torsion 
head surmounted by a bell jar, and from the ends of the mirror 
the two gold ball5, m m, hang by separate quartz fibres. Four 
rings of india-rubber are placed on the base to prevent destruc
tion of the apparatus in case the balls should drop by any 
accident. Now it is evident that if the lid is turned from the 
position in which it is shown, that is, with all four balls in one 
plane, in which position the attractions do not tend to twist the 
central torsion fibre at all, then these attractions will produce a 
couple increasing with the angle up to a certain point (65• in 

. 

. 

: ... __ · :l] 

therefore, is such that a great number of measures which are 
difficult, and can at the best only be made with a second ouality 
degree of accuracy, are of so little consequence that th:s degree is 
more than abundant. The final result depends directly upon a 
few measures which, as I hope to show, can be made with facility 
and most accurately. These are the horizontal distance from 
centre to centre of the wires by which the lead balls are sm
pended, the horizontal distance between the centres of the 
quartz fibres by which the gold balls are suspended, the angle 
through which the mirror is deflected, the masses of the lead 
but not of the gold balls, and the natural time of oscillation of 
the mirror when the balls are smpended and when a thin 
cylinder of small moment of inertia, but of the same weight· as 
the balls, is suspended axially in their stead. 

Before going more into detail and showing how the operations 
are carried out so that all the quantities may be known with a 
sufficient degree of accuracy, it will be convenient to project upon 

FIG. 2. 

the particular case), after which the couplt: falls ofT again and 
becomes zero when it has turned 180". 

Since the effect is a maximum at 65", very great accuracy iP. 
the measurement of this angle is of little consequence, By 
means of a small telescope at a distant table, and the divided 
edge and vernier, I can tell the angle with certainty to 1j2o 
degree; an uncertainty of one-quarter of a degree would be of 
but little consequence. Again, if the pair of gold balls twist 
about an axis which is not exactly that round which the lead 
balls are carried, if there is any small eccentricity of the gold or 
lead balls, then eccentricity in the common plane remoyes the 
gold balls from a position of minimum effect, eccentricity across 
the plane removes them from a positkn of maximum effect, and 
if the levels of the gold balls are not precisely the same as those 
of the lead balls, again the departure is from a position of maxi
mum effect. All these three eccentricities-can be deiermined 
with ::tn :tccuracy of I/JOCO inch. Errors of 1j10o inch would 
make a b:uely perceptible effect upon the result. The design, 
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the screen a drawing of the vault in which the experiments have 
been made. Prof. Clifton has kindly allowed me the free use 
of the vault under the Clarendon Laboratory at Oxford. 
This is shown in Fig. 2, of which the upper portion represents 
an elevation, and the lower part a plan, The instrument it>elf 
stands upon the table A1 in the corner, where it is screened from 
temperature disturbances, which my presence in the distant 
corner and a very small flame produce, by an octagon house of 
double wood lined with cotton-wool and by double felt screens, 
fi h· On the second table, A 2, are placed a large astronomical 
telescope, T, through which the large s, is seen by re
flection from the mirror in the apparatus, a small reading 
telescope, t, to read the angle of the lid and vernier, a pulley
wheel, p1, and a driving-wheel, d. The pulley-wheel fJ1 keeps 
the cord It which passes round h and p3, and is attached to the 
cart, z, always tightly stretched, so that the observer at the tele
scope can always keep a little flame carried by the cart 
immediately behind the particular division under observation. 
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The driving wheel dis made with a very large moment of inertia, 
and the handle is near the so that its motion is neces
sarily steady. A very light cord passes round this, across the 
room, and after passing through a hole in the screen passes 
also round the little wheel D (Fig. r), and thus serves to drive 
the train w w, and so carry the lid and balls round almost in. 
sensibly. Two hundred and thirty turns of d are required to 
move the lead balls from the + to the - position. I generally 
tum the handle 130 times, and then when the mirror is 
approaching an elongation, tum the handle the remaining roo 
times, finally stopping when the lid reading, as cbserved in the 
small telescope, is correct. ·The large scale, s, is 9 feet long, and 
is divided into 5oths of an inch. There are 48oo divisions. 

Two beams, /1 / 2, are seen in Fig. 2. The upper surfaces of 
these are straight, and are adjusted by screws until they are 
truly level. These are used when the true optical distance from 
the mirror to the scale is being measured. A steel tape, on 
which I engraved a fine line near each end, rests upon the 
beams. At one end a slider carrying a microscope is placed so 
as to sP.e a fine line at the centre of the mirror accurately in 
focus, while at the other a corresponding slider is placed so that 
a projecting brass rod rests against the scale. At the same 
time cross lines engraved upon the plate-glass bases are placed 
exactly over the lines engraved on the steel tape. 'Vhen after
wards the microscope is focussed upon the end of the brass rod, 
the distance between the cross lines, as measured by a scale, is 
the amount that has to be added to the distance between the 
engraved lines upon the tape, in order to obtain the distance 
from the scale to the mirror. 

Overhead wheels are shown in Fig. 2, fastened to the roof 
above the apparatus, and again close to the end wall These 
serve many purposes, as will appear later. Among others, the 
middle one of each carries a cord fastened at one end to a 
crossbar joined at its ends by guys to the pillars R. of the 
lid (Fig. I}, and at· the other to heavy balance-weights to 
counterbalance the balls M and part of the lid. Thus the 
friction is greatly reduced, and the tremor set up by rotating 
the lid is in a corresponding degree slight. · · 

All time observations are made chronographically upon a 
drum by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. This is 
placed in the adjoining vault. Two time-markers record with 
their points less than J/100 inch apart, one of them marking 
every second of clock, with special marks for minutes and 
half-minutes, and the other every depression of the key at my 
right hand. The late Prof. Pritchard kindly lent me an astro
nomical clock for the purpose, to which I fitted time-marking 
contacts ; but into the details of these I must not enter. He 
also allowed me to make use of one of his assistants to keep 
me informed of the rate of the clock from time to time. 

I have up to the present spoken vaguely of the large lead 
balls and of the small gold balls, but have given no indication as 
to how they are made and how I can be sure of the truth of 
their form and their homogeneity. Mr. Munro, whose capacity 
for turning accurate spherical work is well known, made for 
me two moulds of hard cast-iron, which I have on the table. 
One of these is for a 4l·inch lead ball, and one for a 2t·inch 
lead ball;. Each mould is made in two halves, so truly as to 
shape and size that the thin steel disc that was used as a tem
plate would distinctly rattle when in its place, but when a strip 
of cigarette-paper was inserted on one side it could not be got 
in at all. The ulper half of each of these moulds is provided 
with a cylindrica steel plunger accurately fitting a central hole 
in the mould, and with its end turned to the same spherical 
surface when it is pressed home upon its shoulder. The lower 
half of each mould has a l-inch central cylindrical hole, 
into which the lug of the brass ball holder exactly fits. 
There is also a small hole at the side which can be stopped with 
a brass plug. The balls are made as follows :-The interior of 
the mould is smoked and then screwed up as tight as possible. 
It is then heated until a piece of lead upon it begins to melt. 
!he necessary quantity of pure lead melted in an earthen pot 
Is then carefully skimmed and poured in until the cylindrical 
neck is full. The mould is then made to rest upon a cold iron 
slab, and a blowpipe is directed upon the upper part so that it 
coals from below upwards, and not from the surface inwards; 
!DOre lead is added to keep the neck full. As soon as the lead 
1n the neck solidifies the plunger is inserted, and the whole is 
placed in a hydraulic press. The plunger is forced down upon 
!ts se:lt, the lead, already free from bubbles and vacuous cavities, 
Is compressed until at last the excess of solid metal flows 
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through the small side hole in the form of wire. The ball ii 
thus made true in form, necessarily homogeneous, which no alloy 
is likely to be, and definite in size. When cold it can be lifted 
from the mould, when after cutting off the wire which projects 
from its equator, it is ready for weighing. 

The small gold balls are made by melting the required quantity 
of pure gold in a hole in a bath brick, and, as in the case ofthe 
lead, letting it coo!from below upwards, so as to avoid cavities. 
It is then inserted in a pair of polished hemispherical hardened 
steel dies, which Mr. Colebrook made for the purpose, and 
beaten, being turned between each blow, and annealed once or 
twice until a perfect polished sphere, without a mark upon it, is the 
result. I make these in pairs of exactly the same weight, and, as 
in the case of the lead balls, thus obtain truth of form, accuracy 
of size, and homogeneity all in a very perfect-more than ' suffi
ciently perfect-degree. These are each suspended from a 
quartz fibre of the necessary length, to the other end of which 
a hook and eye is fastened. Into the very imfortant details of 
these operations it is impossible, for want o time, for me to 
enter. The gold balls are '2 and "25 inch in diameter, and a 

I ,, 

FIG. 3· 

pair of gold cylinders were made in a similar tool "25 inch in 
diameter, and about the same length. 

Perhaps the most important detail in the whole apparatus is 
the "beam mirror," which is of the form shown in Fig. 3· It 
is necessary, as far as possible, to reconcile the following in
compatible conditions. It should be as light as possible, 
have as small a moment of inertia ·as possible, the optical de
finition should be as perfect as possible, and, almost most im
portant of all, the form should be such that the resistance offered 
by the viscosity of the air should be reduced to the smallest 
possible degree. lly cu!ting the middle out an 
optically perfect round muror all these condtUons are realised 
in some degree, and the optical definition is actually more 
fect in the horizontal direction than that due to the whole dtsc. 
This is fastened to a cross-shaped support of gilt copper. The 
ends of the mirror have vertical grooves of microscopic fine
ness cut in their thickness, so that the quartz fibre hanging from 
the cross-arm above m:t.y rest definitely in them. The central 
hook is for the purpose of hanging the "countenveight," i.e. a 
slender silver cylinder of exactly the same weight as the gold 
b:t.lls with their fibres and hooks. lly this means the unknown 
moment of inertia of the mirror may be elimin:t.teJ with the 
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fibre equally stretched in both cases, a most necessary condition, 
for I have found that the torsional rigidity is seriously affected 
by variation in stretching. 

Means are provided by which I can effect the transfer of the 
gold balls from the beam to the side hooks or the reverse, or 
change their places without opening the window ; but these and 
numerous other important details I must pass over. 

Unfortunately accidents are liable to happen, and, as I know 
by dearly. bought experience, the gold balls may sometimes he 
precipitated down the central tube. I have recovered them 
sometimes by an india·rubber tube, let down through the window 
aperture, sucking at the other end until they closed the open 
end, when they could be drawn up. Latterly I have made use 
of a magnetised tuning-fork to pick up a very small fragment of 
iron tied to a silk line, by means of which I could draw up a 
diaphragm with anything that might have fallen upon it. 

(To be cout£mud.) 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

THE following list of Royal Scholarships, l\Iedals and Prizes 
awarded July, 1894, in connection with the Royal College of 
Science, London, has just been issued :-First Year's Royal 
Scholarships : Robert Sowter, Arthur Ormiston Allen, Henry 
Thomas Davidge, John Bousfield Chambers. Second Year's 
Royal Scholarships: Robert William Forsyth, William Long· 
shaw. l\Iedals and Prizes: "Edward Forbes" !\ledal and 
Prize of Books for Biology, George Stephen 'Vest; "Mur· 
chison" Prize of Books for Geology, John James Green, 
Francis Chambers Harrison ; "Murchison l\Iedal," not 
awarded ; "Tyndall " Prize of Books for Physics, Part I., 
Robert Sowter; "De Ia lleche" Medal for Mining, John 
Ball ; "Bessemer" l\ledal and Prize of Books for Metallurgy, 
Charles Howard Sidebotham; "Frank Hatton" Prize of Books 
for Chemistry, John Thomas. Prizes of Books given by the 
Department of Science and Art : Mechanics, Harold Rigby 
Collen ; Astronomical Physics, Francis Richard Penn, Robert 
Sowter; Practical Chemistry, Bouchier Mervyn Cole Marshall; 
l\!ining, John Ball ; Principles of Agriculture, William Wilson. 

THE Council of the City and Guilds of London Institute 
have conferred the Fellowship of the Institute upon Dr. W. E. 
Sumpner, who was awarded the Diploma of Associate of the 
Institute in 1887, and has since, by many original and valuable 
researches, contributed to the ad\•ancement of the electrical in· 
dustry. 

SCIENTIFIC SERf ALS. 
American :Joumal of Scimcc, July.-Spiral goniometry 

in its relation to the measurement of activity, by Carl Barus. 
One type of the spiral goniometer consists of a "dial·" in the 
form of a circular plate, on one half of which a series of con
centric semicircles are traced, and an " index" in the form of 
another plate, bounded on one side by a semicirde, and on the 
other by two symmetric confluent spirals, traced so -that equal 
increments of angle correspond to equal radial increments. 
These two parts are mounted on the same axis in such a manner 
as to be capable of revolving independently. 'Vhen th"ey are 
connected by a spring and made to actuate a dynamometer, 
the angle between the fundamental diameters of the dial and 
index can be read off by counting the number of semicircles 
visible on the revolving disc. These will be apparently drawn 
out into circles, and can bt! counted at any speed. This gives 
a means for measuring the activity of motors. In another form, 
the index outline is not a spiral but a diameter, and the semi· 
_circles are cut off in the outline of a spirai.-On some methods 
for the determination of water, by S. L. Penfield. This diffi· 
cult operation may be considerably facilitated by the use of 
special forms of bulb tubes, which enable the analyst to separate 
the expelled water from the mineral, and weigh it in a closed 
tube. Two bulbs are blown half-way along the length of the 
tube, and kept cool by a strip of wet cloth. The water is 
drh·en up into the first of these. After it is all expelled, the 
glass is fused down upon the substance, and the end containing 
the substance is pulled off. The water is then weighed in the 
remaining part of the tube. For cases where the water is only 
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expelled with difficulty, the author uses a kind of charcoal 
furnace, protecting the glass by a sheet of platinum foil. For 
entirely decomposing a. mineral by fusion with sodium car
bonate, the substance is placed in a platinum boat inside the 
combustion tube, and a sheet of platinum is wrapped round 
the outside. The tube must be well supported, as it is apt to 
fuse, but it does not leak eYen at a full white heat. The method 
is accurate, and superior to the use of porcelain or platinum. 
The latter is found at high temperatures to permit of the passage 
of gases through its substance.-The detection of alkaline 
perchlorates associated with chlorides, chlorates, and nitrates, 
by F. A. Gooch and D. Albert Kreider. The chlorates are 
destroyed by treating with the strongest hydrochloric acid and 
evaporating to dryness. The nitrates are decomposed by a 
saturated solution of manganous chloride in the strongest 
hydrochloric acid, the manganese being then eliminated by 
sodium carbonate. The perch I orates are , then tested for by 
fusing with anhydrous zinc chloride. 

America11 11/deorological Jounzal, July.-Changes in the 
definitions of clouds since Howard, by H. II. Clayton. The 
author quotes extracts from various authorities to show that 
there has been a gradual evolution since Howard. Thus a dis· 
tinction betl\·een high and low cirro-stratus and high and low 
cirro·cumulus has been established, and the lower forms called 
alto-stratus and alto.cumulus. The stratus has been separated 
into fog and low sheet clouds, and two distinct forms of rain 
cloud recognised. He agrees with Hildebrandsson that ten 
terms, all compounded of Howard's four fundamental types, 
would fully meet the requirements of practical meteorology.
The newspaper weather maps of the United States, by R. De 
C. Ward. The history of the publication of these maps is 
given, together with specimens of those now issued. At pre· 
sent only four dailv papers in the United States print weather 
maps regularly. The New York Herald was the first paper to 
issue them in the United States, and it occasionally prints them 
now, to illustrate special weather conditions.-Psychrometer 
studies, by H. A. Hazen. This paper is a criticism of the 
introduction to the tables recently published by Dr. J. Hann, 
of Vienna, and has especial reference to the difficulty found in 
using the wet and dry bulb thermometers when the temperature 
is near or below the freezing point. Prof. Hazen states t!Jat 
nearly all the difficulty vanishes when the thermometers are 
well ventilated.-List of cloud photographs and lantern-slides, 
by R. De C. Ward. A list of typical cloud forms, cla,sified 
according to the international system, has been prepared, with 
an explanation of each, for use in lectures. The photographs 
are chiefly from pictures taken by Riggenbach and 1\lanucci, 
during various positions and conditions. 

lViedemann's Annalm der Physik tmd Chemit, No. 8.-0n 
the mechanical effects of waves upon at rest, by Peter 
Lebedew. The case of electromagnetic waves is the first dealt 
with. Instruments called magnetic and electric resonators, 
respectively, were constructed in such a manner that they could 
be suspended by quartz fibres parallel to the planes of their coils. 
One of these was arranged so as to resound to the magnetic, 
the other to the electric components of the waves only; It was 
found that both resonators behaved in the same way. \Vhen 
"tuned" to a higher pitch, they were attracted by the incident 
wave system; when tuned lower, they were repelled, the 
maximum effects occurring when most closely approaching perfect 
resonance. The phenomena can be explained by supposing 
that the excitation of electric resonators obeys the laws govern· 
ing all elastic vibrations, and that the laws of Coulomb and 
Ampere with respect to the relation between impulse and motion 
also apply to electric oscillations. The experiments are 
analogous to attempts to elucidate the molecular forces attending 
the propagation of light.-On the velocities of sound in air, 
gase$, and vapours for simple tones of different pitches, by 
James Webster Low. From experiments performed with a 
Quincke interference tube, it appear.> that, contrary to the results 
obtained by Kundt, Regnault, Konig, and others, for closed 
tubes, the velocity of sound in air and in carbonic acid is the 
same for notes of different pitch and intensity when they are 
propagated in open space.-On the seat of the electric charge in 
con:lensers, by A. Kleiner. The experiments were performed 
chiefly on mica condensers, one coating of which consisted of 
pure mercury, and the other of tinfoil. The discharges obtained 
after the coatings had been taken off and replaced were about 
5 per cent. less than those from the undisturbed condenser. 
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